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**STUDIES PINTS ARTICLES BY TWO COLLEGE TEACHERS**

In the December, 1932 edition of the University of Iowa Studies in the Social Sciences, there appear two articles on the conditions of education in Southern Illinois Teachers' colleges—one written by Dr. Richard L. Beyer, head of the History department, and the other by Dr. Willis G. Swartz, head of the Department of Political Science.

The Beyer's article is entitled, "Education for a Democracy," and it is a collection of dissertations for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy as accepted by the Graduate Faculty of the University of Iowa between 1929 and 1932. It is a valuable source for understanding the current concerns of the democracy and the role of education in promoting it.

Evelyn L. Deady's article, "An Analysis of the University of Iowa's Educational System," is an examination of the university's educational system and its impact on the democracy. It is an excellent resource for understanding the history of education in the United States.

**Dissertations Include:**
- "Education for a Democracy," by Dr. Richard L. Beyer
- "An Analysis of the University of Iowa's Educational System," by Evelyn L. Deady

**Order for Degree Rings to Be Sent By Seniors Soon**

The first order for the degree rings ordered by members of the senior class will be sent this week. Before this can be done it is necessary that the last order be received. After this minimum order is fulfilled, 15 orders thereafter are considered the minimum for a single shipment. However, single orders will not be filled. All rings will be received between November 17th and December 1st.

**Ma Tau Pi Initiate Four Candidates at Meeting Tomorrow**

At a meeting at Miss Esther Powes' apartment last Wednesday afternoon, Ma Tau Pi concluded arrangements for the installation of four new members.

The pledges, Frances Mathews (1), Mary Ellen Woods (1), Ed Curtis (3), and Guy Lamb (1-1), formally became Ma Tau Pi candidates Thursday evening. The installation will take place at 4 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. Immediately afterward, the members will go to the University Club where it will hold its induction banquet.

**Cooper's resignation from school council rejected by seniors**

The sentiment concerning the resignation of George Cooper, president of the school council, was expressed by the senior class in a special meeting on Thursday, as being favorable to the resignation. A demand was made for a vote of the council on the issue by Harold Wachter following Dick Cooper's resignation from the council.

Mr. Cooper strongly opposed the resignation, which Mr. Cooper heatedly and strongly opposed, and so he was rejected by the council, 11 to 4.

Mr. Cooper's resignation was re-enabled by the council, and so he continued in his position as one of the senior class officers.

Senior class officers included: Guy Cooper, president; George Cooper, vice-president; Albert Rynearson, treasurer; and Virginia Gourley, secretary.

**Membership of Poetry Club Is On Steady Increase**

At the last meeting of the Poetry Club, the subject for discussion was "The life and works of the English poet, Alfred Noyes." The club is continuing with its plan of discussing the life and works of the English poet, with either contemporary or classic, and will again have Frank Reznitz (1), read papers on Noyes.

Dr. Bloya A. Kellog read a selection from "The Wasteland" Tales of the Mermaid at the former meeting, which was well received, at which Virginia Sullivan (1), one of the new members, and including Dorothy Harris (1), Ida Bell (1), and Lena Whitley (1), have just joined the club. The membership is now larger than ever before, and it is to be regretted that the Poetry club is being increased in size.

**STUDY OF MUSIC IN HOMECOMING**

Oral Harris (3), assemblies, and the orchestra for coming entertainment.

A large part of the musical responsibilities of the Homecoming entertainment has been taken over by students, Oral Harris (3), who has organized the original tunes and who plays Herbert M. Silver, director of music, has also been successful in assembling a superior band for the performance. This group of musicians, of which five are college students, plays together rather regularly, and consequently are well acquainted with the repertoire. The orchestra, with Oral Harris directing, is composed of the following members: Albert Els-lingston, Chester Rice, Jimmie Rice, Frank Reznitz (1), and station where Miller, who is located at various cities immediately afterward, the members previously located in the fraternity house, for its induction ceremony.

The new members, biding "the best of luck," have received duplicate copies of the St. Joseph. A new member, George Cooper, president, was elected by a majority vote of the council.

**Taylor, Schroeder, Argue Sniderwin, Lockie at Illinois**

The debate, "Resolved, That a Cent" was held at the Strut and Fret room Monday night.

The club, under the sponsorship of Miss Julia Jonah, decided to hold debate of this kind for the fall term of school and to have a joint inter-class debate on the winter and spring terms. The topic Monday evening was argued by the following:

Negative—Maurice Taylor, (2), Charles Schroeder, (1), and Affirmative—George Sniderwin, (2), Jella Locke, (1).

Following the debate, a report from the Homecoming committee, consisting of Margaret Ann Cunh-zaga, (2), chairman, George Schroeder, (1), and Alfie Beyer, (2), was given and a discussion of the program of the class for the coming year was initiated. The meeting was adjourned.

**Call for Glee Club Contestants**

The Glee Club is now in the process of selecting contestants for the Glee Club contest to be held at the University of Iowa, November 19, at each meeting some particular feature of the contest is selected and the first meeting was devoted to the selection of the winning features and the second to the selection of the judges.

Mr. Webb (3), and Nathan Green (4), have been selected to represent the Glee Club at the University of Iowa contest.

**Some of the major issues were also discussed.**

It was unanimously decided that the class, and so the proposal was rejected.

**Students Will Teach Half-Day At Carterville**

According to a statement by Dr. Draper, the plans for the teaching of 22 student teachers have been approved by the college faculty and to the training department. Eight of the instructions have received their Ed. B. degrees from Southern Illinois Teachers' colleges, while one has completed her work at the University of Wisconsin. Silber Fulkerson, graduate of 1929, a young man who is teaching in the Carterville High School, the complete list of college teachers will include, in addition to Miss Fulkerson, Charles N. Nosley (2), Ghysy S. Smith, (3), Loren Spies (2), Philip H. Allen (2), Ed. B., Margarite Marcum (3), F. Mallory, (2), Ann D. Payne, (2), and La Verne Armstrong, who has not completed work on his Ed. B. degree.

A report shows that on October 15, 1932, the total enrollment of the Carterville High School was 28,45 enrolled in the junior and senior high classes.

The addition of the Carterville High School was necessitated by a demand which could not be met by the local high school.

Mrs. E. Barnes Shows Men How to Prepare Single, Easy Menus

Mrs. E. Barnes of the Home Economics department has arranged a new course which will be conducted in the home economics department in the college classes. The course will include:

- "Thirty-five boys indicated that they were interested in attending my class, but only a few of the seniors have actually signed up, probably because of some misunderstanding. I am not sure that many come to the first meeting." Mrs. Barnes wishes to emphasize the fact that those attending the class must be seniors as well as juniors and that they should be interested in preparing simple foods.

The meetings were held on Tuesday nights and the cost of materials included in the class was $8.00.

At the present time, Mrs. Barnes is planning to demonstrate the ways of preparing simple foods and the students will be expected to bring their own cooking materials.

It is not too late to enroll in either of these courses. Anyone who is interested may file his name with Mrs. Barnes.

Sophomores Adopt Same Rings as Seniors

To hold a discussion of the stand on the current issue of the day, the purpose of a recent meeting of the College Democrats was to secure a majority of the students to be present at the debate. This was accomplished by having the students receive two credits for attending one-half day.

One group will leave their classes at 12:15 and return at 4:15. Designations as to methods of transportation will be announced later.

The nine regular teachers of the Carterville High School and the student teachers have been divided into the College faculty and to the training department. Eight of the instructions have received their Ed. B. degrees from Southern Illinois Teachers' colleges, while one has completed her work at the University of Wisconsin. Silber Fulkerson, graduate of 1929, a young man who is teaching in the Carterville High School, the complete list of college teachers will include, in addition to Miss Fulkerson, Charles N. Nosley (2), Ghysy S. Smith, (3), Loren Spies (2), Philip H. Allen (2), Ed. B., Margarite Marcum (3), F. Mallory, (2), Ann D. Payne, (2), and La Verne Armstrong, who has not completed work on his Ed. B. degree.
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She was accompanied at the Delta Sigma house last Saturday. She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Melhuish of Carbondale, a well-known student. The president, Bill Adams (4), urges all members who can possibly do so to come to every meeting.

Delta Sigma Epsilon

Mrs. Frank Mullin, the former Betty McMahol, addressed the Zetetics at the Delta Sigma house last Saturday. She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Melhuish of Carbondale, a well-known student. The president, Bill Adams (4), urges all members who can possibly do so to come to every meeting.

JESSIE BILL Entertainment

A piano recital by Jessie Bill (1), was the feature of the Dunbar society last meeting. Miss Bill, pianist of exceptional ability, and he is one of our most talented students. The meeting was well attended, and from all appearances the club is as enthusiastic as ever. At the business meeting which followed the program, the final plans were completed for the Dunbar banquet in the Homecoming parade and the reunion for former students.

Wendy Gable was the year-end guest of Miss Bill (1), at her home in Benton.

Fox's Walgreen System Drug Store

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Want to write a letter? ... Buy a stamp ... Loaf a while ... meet a friend—or what is it?

You Are Always Welcome

SHOES ... Styles that are extremely new and smart!

You'll be Fashion Rite in Footwear if you buy here
—They're charmingly different. . . Let us show you our many new styles in pumps, straps and oxfords in all the new materials

$1.95 to $4.95

JOHNSON'S, Inc.
The other day it rained. Hard. The auditorium was left open as usual. Which was not an unusual thing. When the raindrops began to patter against the building this rainy morning, I noticed something. In one corner of this vast and shiny building, perfect in all ways, there was a bucket of water leaked. And into the bucket, dear children, there dripped . . . well, what do you think? It was water. The roof of the auditorium was leaking. We think it is a sign, too, because the bucket was half full and there were signs of more coming. The floor gleamed with water. Water ran along beneath the mats. Water, almost everywhere.

We hope they patch it up well, because we can hardly imagine anything more discomforting than a street running down the back of the neck. Especially on cold days.

There should be a school ordinance against horses, that is, the goofy kind. Since the school seems to approve the unorthodox, surely it would be interesting in running some of these screech, bowing buggers off the road. We are quite uncertain as to how they get these terrible, ungodly sound producers to work, but they do. Some are like the noisy neighbors equally resonant of the wall of the auditorium. Otherwise you would never want to hear anything. Most of the noises that sound round the time of the old air, "Look at Me, Look at Me, I'm Cute."

Most of you have heard of the old song sung by the citizens of the road with the name. "My Sleep in Your Swing Tonight, Miss!" But reports say that the nabob's version is being somewhat altered to the version of "Your Swing Tonight, Miss!"

Did you ever try to feel easy when looking into a car mirror? Maybe you've tried—we have too—but did you? Try it again.

Figuuring the enemy of one person walking in the street—if of ten people, of one hundred people, of a thousand people. One runs into millions in the world in the total of kinetic energy and otherwise which is just a small part of the energy, one would lead one to believe that either Cragg's should move or some other city or the school should move to Cragg's. The idea of a thousand people going to one place so far away is like the mountain going to Mahomet.

A "Flunkers' Frolic," the purpose of which is to send off with pleasant memories those who failed, is held at the college, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, at the end of each term. Probably the only time you will ever see a lot of "Flunkers' Frolic," is at the beginning of the school year. Doesn't you think they're smart who can do that, any time and in any place? After all, the name of the game is to make the "stiffs" feel good and to make the "flunkers" feel mighty good.

—Mr. John Q. Public.
WHAT SHALL WE DO?

With every edition of the Egyptian that is published, the business staff realizes more and more the necessity of taking care of the business end of the paper. Many of the students are overpressed with work, and it is necessary to cut the number of pages to four and, if that happens, many of the students will not have enough time to write for a four-page paper.

Concerning the raising of the student fee, we have the question—can the students afford it? To us, this question means to be out of school. The student fee, which is now $25 a week, must be something wrong with their sense of relative values.

As for the second proposition—certainly it would be possible to reduce the paper to four pages; but if that happens, you and I must be among the first casualties. The paper would be reduced to four pages, and third, money could be transferred from other funds, the Obelisk or the Athletic fund.

Each of these suggestions incurs some argument from the students, both at the meeting and on the press.
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Each of these suggestions incurs some argument from the students, both at the meeting and on the press.
Carbondale won the toss and elected to receive. Shurtleff kicked off and the Pioneers raced the ball four yards to the Cape Men's 54. Nicolet was outplayed and forced to punt. Abe Martin, right halfback for the Carbondale, kicked the ball back to Carbondale's 10-yard line.

The Carbondale unit of the A. A. W. was entertained at the home of Mrs. James B. Peters in p.m., and halted the advance of the Southwestern College team. Mrs. Peters and associates in the community conducted picnic at their home for that game, and thus enjoyed the game. The sun was shining on the home place. Mrs. Peters said, "The Green Mill Dutch Boys." The sun was shining on the home place.

Dr. C. M. Sitter, Dentist
Located over Fox Drug Store
Phone 349
Residence Schwartz Apartment
Phone 30-R2

Checker Cab Phone 24
Five Passengers Can Ride for 25 Cents
All Passengers Insured
Earl Noel

We Serve MID-WEST Ice Cream
ENTSMINGER'S Delicious Toasted Sandwiches

Phone 101 (First Door North of Bank) We Deliver
**Anthony Hall**
Jane Parks (3), visited her sister, Mrs. H. M. Christian, at Metropolitan last week-end.

The annual Halloween costume party was given Monday, October 31. The affair began with dinner that carried out the Halloween colors in decorations. Place cards were small cages and black bats and black tapers in crystal bases were in the center of each table. In the living room, the girls played appropriate games and the costumes were judged. Miss Ethelridge and Miss Walls, guests of Miss Crawford, awarded the prize to Thomas Rogers (3). The rest of the evening was spent dancing.

Deborah Stoddin (2), had as her guests last Sunday her sister, Mrs. Alba Schulte, Mr. Leucht, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Donnelly of Granite City.

**"STUDIES" PRINTS ARTICLES**
BY TWO COLLEGE TEACHERS
(Continued from page 1)

1910 are shown with force and clearness.

Dr. Swarts's Thesis
The dissertation of Dr. Willis G. Swartz, entitled "Anglo-Russian Fraternity in the Far East, 1899-1909," is the detailed account of the conditions accounting for the present significance of the Far Eastern problem in relation to contemporary international diplomacy. Dr. Swartz points out that it has been through the publication of British, German, and Russian documents relating to pre-war diplomacy that the details of this acute Anglo-Russian rivalry have been brought to light.

Dr. Swartz's dissertation is based almost entirely on government documents, British, German, French and Chinese collections.

**WALDER W. WOODS**
COLLEGE SERVICE STATION
Across Street, West of Campus
Leave your car with us to park. We will check the oil, air, water and battery.

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE!

**Superb Quality**
**ALLEN-A-HOSIERY**
For Every Occasion

$1.00

Here's luxury at a practical price.

There's no need now to sacrifice luxury or long life when you buy hose. Our thrilling assortment of Allen-A-Hosiery offers you top quality at the practical price of $1.00 per pair. Lovely new fall colors to blend with every smart ensemble. You'll find these finest, correctly constructed hose on actual economy. See our many Allen-A styles in this hosiey wardrobe. You'll love them at $1.00 the pair.

**Zwick's Ladies' Store**
"Store of Personal Service"

**BOOK REVIEW**
(Continued from page 1)

Walter was a sort of one, he rose to the heights under the favoritism of Queen Elizabeth only to be plunged in the depths of despair as a prisoner branded as a traitor. In this History of the World, which he wrote while in prison, he stated, "When we once came in sight of the Part of Death, to which all winds drive us, and when we have left the afterworld, which can never be weighed again, the navigation of life ends: Thus it is that our own captivity returns again, and pays us to the uttermost for all the pleasing passages of our life past." At his trial he was falsely accused as a "Viperous traitor," "dignified atheist," and a "Splicer of Hell!" and was later sent to the galleys a traitor. After feeling the edge of the executioner's axe he remembered, "To a sharp medicine, but a cure for all diseases."

**MAROON & WHITE BARBER SHOP**
Barbers: Canada (Blackie) and Louden (Hank)
We Cater to Student Trade
SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

The smartest Autumn hosiery colors . . . . .

**Fur Tones**
by PHOENIX
SABLE
MINK
BEAVER

They're selected by three famous Paris dressmakers as the smartest shades to wear with any Autumn or Winter costumes. Vera Bosca chooses Sable; Margy Rooff, Mink; and Jane Regyn, Beaver, each for the newest costume creations. All Phoenix hose are made of Certified Silk for greater beauty. Longer wear. Clifton and semi-service weights. New low prices!

*Also ask to see blue fox or all occasion shades.*

**MADE OF CERTIFIED SILK**
75c
(Formerly $1.00)
Join Our Hosiery Club
Come in and Let Us Tell You how to get Free Hosiery

**Wolf Shoe Store**
102 W. Jackson Street
Phone 278

S.T.C.

**Homecoming**
November 18-19

Play . . . Football . . . Dance